
THREE APPROACHES TO COMPUTATIONAL FRACTURE OF DUCTILE STRUCTURAL METALS

1) Critical plastic strain:
- damage-free plasticity used until critical strain is attained
- some form of element deletion is used upon attainment of critical strain
- critical plastic strain may depend on hydrostatic stress
- critical strain and element size must be calibrated for material and/or structural

element
- predicts onset of cracking and crack advance

2) Cohesive zone models:
-either fracture plane is assumed or cohesive zones are required between all 

elements across potential fracture planes
-parameters characterizing cohesive zone (at least 2, generally more) must

be calibrated for material and/or structural element
-open issues when cohesive zones inserted between all elements
-so far, only demonstrated convincingly for pre-existing cracks

3) Damage constitutive models incorporating fracture:
-Gurson-type models (or French versions) of void damage include softening,

localization and fracture.
-damage parameters in the models (at least 1, generally more) and element

size must be calibrated.
- predicts onset of cracking and crack advance



Computational models of ductile fracture:  Illustrated by Mode I cracking

“Generic” Cohesive zone models: Tvergaard & Hutch JMPS 40, 1377-1397 (1992)

Finite element model with high resolution
along the separation line



Cohesive zone models (continued)

J-integral applies prior to crack growth
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Cohesive zone models (continued)

Experimental data of Evans, et al for a
Au/Al2O3 interface.  The separation energy
(and probably the peak separation stress)
is varied by incorporating a fraction of an atomic
layer of carbon.
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APPLICATION OF COHESIVE ZONE FOR MODE I GROWTH IN THIN PLATES
2.3mm thick Al 2024-T3 sheets  (Dodds, et al. Eng. J. Fract. Mech. 2002)

Calibration:  Compact tension specimen

Application:  Center cracked specimen
which buckles out of plane



Mechanism of ductile fracture—void nucleation, growth & coalescence

Fracture surface of Weldox steel (Faleskog, 2006)

Gurson Model of Plasticity with void nucl., growth & coal.

Computation of traction-separation relation using Gurson Model

Peak stress and work of separation as predicted by Gurson
Model as a function of initial void volume fraction for
various levels of strain hardening.



Void-Damage Plasticity approach (Gurson model)
Acknowledgment:  This general approach was developed by groups in France, Germany, UK and US.

In the US, C.F. Shih and R.H. Dodds were the lead developers.  I am using
selected material from a set of slide they prepared.
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Void-Damage Plasticity approach--continued



Void-Damage Plasticity approach--continued



Void-Damage Plasticity approach—continued: Application to 3D surface crack



Void-Damage Plasticity approach—continued: Application to 3D surface crack



Modeling void as individual entities—plane strain model
Two types of crack growth:  void by void & multiple void interaction

Tvergaard & Hutchinson IJSS (2002)
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Modeling void as individual entities—plane strain model
Two types of crack growth:  void by void & multiple void interaction
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